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what is the oxygen sensor or lambda sensor of your
liana
May 24 2024

in short the oxygen sensor also known as the lambda sensor is in the exhaust system and
measures the oxygen level in the exhaust gases this information is later used by the central
computer of your liana ecu or pcm to control the fuel injection and allow the engine to work
efficiently without wasting fuel or reducing its efficiency the

suzuki liana oxygen sensor problem suzuki forums
Apr 23 2024

suzuki liana oxygen sensor problem i am from sri lanka and i have a problem with my 2002
suzuki liana 1 3l it has not given me any trouble until now i was driving and the check light
came on and went to a diagnostic shop and when they analyzed it showed a oxygen sensor
faulty message

oxygen sensor 18213 63j00 for suzuki justy ignis liana
swift
Mar 22 2024

buy oxygen sensor 18213 63j00 for suzuki justy ignis liana swift sx4 wagon oxygen amazon
com free delivery possible on eligible purchases

need help regarding suzuki liana rxi 2008 oxygen
sensor
Feb 21 2024

can you please tell me where this o2 sensor is located in liana if you can snap a picture or
something it ll be a great help luckily i have all the tools at my home

02 liana oxy sensor suzuki forums
Jan 20 2024

i ve had a liana for about 7 years replaced the front oxygen sensor in it once but the engine
warn light is still on fault codes says the sensor is faulty but there been no change to
performance or mpg for mot purposes i m planning on changing it and hopefully turning off
the light
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bosch car lambda probes oxygen sensors for suzuki
liana ebay
Dec 19 2023

buy bosch car lambda probes oxygen sensors for suzuki liana and get the best deals at the
lowest prices on ebay great savings free delivery collection on many items
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